Paris attacks and ISIS

1. As you may have heard, last Friday in Paris, France, there were terrorist attacks by members of the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS), which killed an estimated 129 people. How closely would you say you have been following the news about these attacks? Would you say you are:

Following it in the news, and discussing it with friends and family
Seeing some coverage, and having the odd conversation about it
Just scanning the headlines
Haven’t seen or heard anything about it

2. The Paris attacks have happened in the midst of a refugee crisis caused in large part by the ongoing civil war in Syria, and by ISIS actions there. The new federal Liberal government has pledged to resettle 25,000 Syrian refugees in Canada by the end of the year. Some have now raised new security concerns in light of the Paris attacks.

In your opinion, what impact, if any, should these recent Paris terrorist attacks have on the Canadian government’s Syrian refugee resettlement plan?

[KEEP THIS ORDER:] [ONE RESPONSE ONLY]
No impact, proceed as planned
Accept more Syrian refugees than planned
Accept the same number, but take a longer time for security checks
Accept fewer Syrian refugees than planned
Do not accept any Syrian refugees at all

3. Canada has also been involved in the international military effort against ISIS, including conducting air bombing missions in recent months. The new federal Liberal government has pledged to end the country’s role in the bombing missions and focus solely on providing military training to local forces fighting ISIS.

In your opinion, what impact, if any, should these recent Paris terrorist attacks have on Canada’s policies regarding its military role in fighting ISIS?

[KEEP THIS ORDER:] [ONE RESPONSE ONLY]
No impact, proceed with plan to stop bombing and do training only
Increase Canada’s involvement against ISIS, bombing as well as training
Continue to provide the current level of involvement in both bombing and training
Stop Canada’s involvement against ISIS altogether